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A Question of Influence: Two Sixteenth-Century
Lutheran Music Sources
by

Laura Youens
Diversity of Maryland

In 1956, the eminent German musicologist Lothar Hoffmann-Erbrecht
published a catalogue of the manuscript Bostock, University Library, MS
Mus. Saec. XVI-49 (henceforth Bostock 49). 1 This large musical source was
compiled and copied in 1566 by Jacob Praetorius (c. 1530-1586), principal
organist at St. Jakobi in Hamburg from 1558 to his death. According to the
lengthy Latin preface to his Opus musicum excellens et novum, Bostock
49 originally comprised eight groups of compositions organized by genre.
Only four of these groups are extant, and, from an inscription on the
binding, it is clear that the other four sections were bound in a second
volume which has not been located. Of the four surviving groups of pieces,
the first contains Te deum laudamus settings, responsories, and introits;
the second, Masses, furth er organized according to the number of voices
required for p rformance; the third, Alleluias, short prayer responses, and
Benedicamus Domino settings; and the fourth, Psalms, hymns, and Magnificats (canticle for the Office of Vespers). All 204 compositions are therefore liturgical and were intended for a conservative, Latin-oriented
Lutheran service. Only forty-eight of those 204 works are attributed to
such composers as Josquin des Prez (c. 1440-1521), Thomas Crecquillon
(c. 1480 and 1500-d. 1557?), Sixtus Dietrich (c. 1493-1548), Heinrich Isaac
(c. 1450-1517), Cristobal de Morales (c. 1500-1553), and Adam Rener (c.
1485-<:. 1520).
Hoffmann-Erbrecht noted that considerable portions of Opus musicum
had been copied from publications issued in the 1540's by the Wittenberg
music publisher Georg Rhaw (1488-1548).2 The fifteen major collections
of music issued by Rhaw between 1538 and 1545 were designed for practical use in Lutheran services and were widely dispersed over Germany, so
1

Lothar Hoffmann-Erbrecht, "Das "Opus musicum· des Jacob Praelorius von 1566," Acta
musicologico, 28 (1956), pp. 96-121.
' Ibid ., p. 101
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it is not surprising to find the Hamburg organist relying so heavily upon
Rhaw's books. Fifteen of the twenty-four Magni.Beats at the end of Rostock
49 had been printed by Rhaw in Postremum Vespertini Officii opus . . .
Magnificat octo modorum seu tonorum numero XXV (RISM 15444).s Of
the thirty-six responsories which appear in the Grst group of compositions,
fully thirty-two were drawn from the two volumes of responsories by
Balthasar Resinarius (Harzer; c. 1485-1544) which Rhaw printed in 1543.4
Praetorius relied more upon the contents of the first volume than upon
those of the second since he copied Nos. 1-6, 7-12, and 36-41 of Volume
I in the order in which they had been printed earlier. Of the twenty-three
four-voice psalm settings in Rostock 49, all but the last were taken from
Rhaw's Vesperarum precum officio psalmi feriarum et dominicalium dierum tocius anni (RISM 15405). There is, consequently, little doubt concerning Praetorius's access to and use of the Rhaw prints, which enjoyed
a wide circulation throughout Lutheran Germany because of their practical, service-oriented format and the printer's close association with Martin
Luther and Philipp Melanchthon.• Other contemporary manuscripts,
such as Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Mus. MS 1536, had been
copied primarily from available printed collections, so Praetorius's practice of borrowing from printed partbooks cannot be labelled an unusual
one.
However, Holfmann-Erbrecht was certain that "Ober diese Druckwerke hinaus hatte der Schreiber der Handschrift sicher manche anderen
Quellen zur Verfligung, die heute nur noch zum Teil bekannt sind"
(Beyond the prints, the writer of the manuscript surely had other sources
at his disposal which today are known only in part)." His attention had
been caught by the numerous notational d.ilferences between the manuscript and the print versions of the Resinarius responsories; he was particularly struck by the many examples of minor color (♦ ♦) in the manuscript
which appear as dotted-minims and semiminims in the Rhaw print(6·♦l 
Based on information sent to him by Rudolf Gerber, he guessed that there
might be a connection between Rostock 49 and another large and important source of Reformation polyphony-Leipzig, Universitatsbibliothek,
MS Thomaskirche 49 /50 (henceforth Leipzig 49/50). However, he was
unable to compare the repertories of these two manuscripts because the
'RISM is the acronym for the musicological progect Repertoire intemation11le des sources
musicoles, sponsored since 1951 by the International Musicological Socie ty and the International Association of Music Libraries. The RlSM numbers for sixteenth- and seventeenthcentury music anthologies are taken from Series B1, Recuetls imprlmb XV/'-XVI/' siecles.
Lu te chrono/ogique (Munich-Duisberg: G. Henle Verlag, 1960).
'Inge-Marie Schroder, ed., Balthasa r Resi,,a rius. Respon.rorlorum n umero octoginta, 2 vols.
(St. Louis, Missouri: Concordia Publishing House, 1955-1957).
' Both Luther and Melanchthon wrote forewords for Rhaw publications, Luther for S11m plumiae j 1JC1Jndae (RISM 1538 1) and OJ!iciorum (ut 00Ct1nt) d e NatitJitate (RlSM 1545'}. The
standard work on Rhaw is Georg Rhaw's Publicaffon.r f or Vespers by Victor H. Mattfeld
(Brooklyn, New York: Institute of Mediaeval Music, Lld., 1966).
•Holfmann-Erbrecht, op. cit., p. 101.
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location of Leipzig 49 /50 was unknown in 1956. The holdings of the
Thomaskirche library, in the keeping of the University of Leipzig (now
Karl-Marx-University) since 1930, had been moved out of Leipzig for
safekeeping during the last months of World War II and were not returned
until 1959.
Until the appearance of Wolfgang Orrs catalogue of the Thomaskirche
manuscripts 49 / 50 and 51 in 1977 and of this author's doctoral dissertation
on the music for the Mass from Leipzig 49 /50 in 1978,7 scholarly attention
to the Leipzig manuscript was restricted to brief comments within the
context of a more general study. Only Rudolf Wustmann, in his history of
music in Leipzig, bothered to record a partial list of titles, and his description is interrupted by numerous, anachronistic references to the cantorate
of Johann Hermann Schein (1616-1630) and is marred by mistakes and an
arbitrary ordering of titles according to the church calendar.• Four years
later, in 1913, Johannes Wolf characterized Leipzig 49 /50 as "vielleicht
die wertvollste handschriftliche Sammlung lateinischer Kirchenmusik
von evangelisch-deutschen Boden" (possibly the most valuable manuscript collection of Latin church music from the German Lutheran area),•
although he restricted his description to general physical characteristics
and a list of the composers whose names he found in the manuscript. A
number of scholars have mentioned Leipzig 49 /50 as a source for works
by a specific composer: Arthur Moorefield for compositions by Johannes
Galliculus, 10 Gerhard Plitzig for Mass Propers by Heinrich Isaac, 1 1 Willibald Gurlitt for Johann Walter's setting of Psalm 118 Beati immaculati
in via,,. Helmuth Osthoff and Bonnie Blackburn for works by Josquin des
Prez, 13 and Holfmann-Erbrecht for compositions by Thomas Stoltzer. 1•
The records of the University of Leipzig library show that Rudolf Gerber
had examined Leipzig 49 /50 in 1936, and Holfmann-Erbrecht undoubt'Wolfgang Orf, Die Musikhandschriflen Thomaskfrr:he Ms. 49/50 und Ms. 51 der Unioersiliitsbibliothek Leipzig (Leipzig: VEB Deutscher Ve rlag fUr Musik, 1977) and Laura Youens, " Mu.sic for the Lutheran Mass in Leipzig, Universitlitsbibliothek, MS. Thomaskirche
49/50" (Ph.D. clissertation, Indiana Unive.rsity, 1978).
' Rudolf Wustmann, Musikgeschichte Leipzigs, 3 vols. (Leipzig: B. C. T eubner, 1909), 1:
118-12.3.
' Johannes Wolf, Handbuch der Notationskunde, 2 vols. (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel, 191~
1919), 1: 452.
'°Arthur A. Moore6eld, An Introduction to Johannes Ca/lieu/us (Brooklyn, New York: Institute of Mediaeval Music, Ltd., 1969), p. 65.
'Gerhard Patzig, ""Liturgische Crundlagen und handschriflliche Oberlieferung von Heinrich
Isaacs Choralis Constantinus" (Ph.D. dissertation, Eberhard-Karls-Universitlit, TUbingen,
1956), p. 194.
" Willibald Curlitt, "Johannes Walter und die Musik der Reformationszeit," Luther-Jahrbuch, 15 (1933), p. 54.
" Helmuth Osthoff, Josquin Desprez, 2 vols. (futzing: Hans Schneider Verlag, 1956), 2: 21,
and Bonnie Blackburn, "Josquin's Chansons: Ignored and Lost Sources," Journal of the
American Musicological Societv, 29 (1976), pp. 30-76.
"Lothar Hoffmann-Erbrecht, Th omas Sroltzer: Leben und Scl,affen (Kassel: Johann Philipp
Hinnentbal Ve rlag, 1964), pp. 167-168, 43.
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edly postulated a connection between that source and Rostock 49 on the
basis of Gerber's information and Wustmann's description. With the publication of his monograph Thomas Sto/tzer: Leben und Schaffen, HoffmannErbrecht wrote that he had finally had the opportunity to compare the
two sources. His conclusion reads, "In Format, in der Anlage nach liturgischen Gesichtspunkten und auch in der Auswahl der Werke lassen sich
zwischen beiden Manuskripten Beziehungen nachweisen, so da man annehmen muss, Praetorius habe die Leipziger Handschrift gekannt" (In
format, in its arrangement by liturgical use and in choice of works, one can
see connections between both manuscripts; thus, one has to assume that
Praetorius knew the Leipzig manuscript). 10
Leipzig 49/50 consists today of live partbooks, the first four bound in
the original white leather and the vagans or fifth partbook in brown
leather. A sixth partbook is lost.18 The front cover of each of the extant
books, in addition to the usual blind-pressed borders, carries the initials I.
R. M., the voice designation (tenor, vagans, etc.), and the date 1558, which
last provides a terminus post quern for the compilation. Leipzig 49/50
contains compositions by sixty-four composers, although only twenty-nine
are named, and only eighty-eight compositions are attributed out of a total
of 243 works ranging in size from lengthy plenary Masses to brief twovoice responsory verses. Among the prominent non-German composers
represented are Jacques Arcadelt, Carpentras (Elzear Genet), Clemens
non Papa, Thomas Crecquillon, Antoine de Fevin, Heinrich Isaac, Josquin
des Prez, icolas Gombert, Cristobal de Morales, Pierre de la Rue, Jean
Mouton, and Jean Richafort. German composers with compositions in this
collection include Wilhelm Breitengraser, Sixtus Dietrich, Wolfgang Figulus, Hein.rich Finck, Johannes Galliculus, Isaak Hassler, Wol.lf Heintz,
David Koler, Georg ottelein, Bartholomew Reitveltus, icolaus Schierrentinger, Ludwig SenB, Thomas Stoltzer, Johann Walter, Johann
Wircker, and Martin Wol.lf.
The music of Leipzig 49/50 is predominantly Latin-texted and sacred.
Seventeen cycles of various types (Proper, Ordinary, and plenary), twentylive introits (including fourteen by Thomas Stoltzer), twelve sequences,
four Alleluias, and six miscellaneous compositions (responses and settings
of the Lord's Prayer) are intended for the musical celebration of the Mass.
Works for the Office of Vespers include eighteen Magnilicats and numer11 Ibid ., p. 44.
"As the set is currently constituted, Sfteen compositions for six to eight voices are missing
one to three voices; one of those works is an entire Mass. Many sets of partbooks f'Tom the
second half of the sixteenth century include a Se,:tus volume that is markedly slimmer than
the others, and it seems unlikely that fifteen works would have been left without one or more
voices in a finished set of partbooks. U one postulates six books in the original set, then it is
possible that the entry " Cantiones socrae varlorom, sind 6 Bucher" of the Catalogus Llbrorom Musicorom Scho/ae Thomane, completed on January 18, 1679 by Johann Schelle,
refers to Leipzig 49/50 (see Arnold Schering, "Die alte Chorbibliothek der Thomaskircbe
in Leipzig," Archiu for Musikwisseruchafl, l [191S--1919), p. 278).
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ous antiphons. A large number of Latin motets, the exact function of which
remains to be determined, were also copied into Leipzig 49/50. Only
fifteen works have German or macaronic Latin/ German texts, all of which
are sacred. The outstanding exception to the sacred character of this
source is Die schlacht vor Pavia by Hermann Matthias Werrecore, a
lengthy Italian "battle madrigal" of the type made popular by Janequin.
It is generally assumed that Leipzig 49/50 was copied in Leipzig, although there is no definitive prpof of that assumption. According to Wolfgang Orf, the manuscript was presumably organized under the di.r ection
of Melchior Heger, cantor of the Thomaskirche from 1553 to 1564. 11 He
officially quit his post in 1564 to take a preaching position in Wiederau and
gave a number of music manuscripts to the Leipzig Town Council, whose
members ordered their storage in the church library at St. Thomas. However, in the inventory of the books donated by Heger, prints and manuscripts are only very cursorily identified; the entry "Vier geschriebene
partes in weis schweinen ledder gepacket" is typical. 1 • It cannot be
proven beyond any doubt, therefore, that the five books of Leipzig 49 / 50
were in the Thomaskirche library until the beginning of the twentieth
century, when the above-mentioned musicologists listed them as being in
the possession of that library.
A number of composers whose works were copied in Leipzig 49/50
studied or worked in Leipzig, and the Leipzig origin for the partbooks
seems more probable because of the presence of those works. For example, Wilhelm Breitengraser, to whom Ego sum resurrectio, lte in orbem,
Paternoster, and Veni sancte spiritus are attributed, attended the University of Leipzig in the summer semester of 1514. 1 • "Matthias Heckel de
Redwitz" matriculated at the University of Leipzig in 1482, and this man
may well have been the composer of Veni sancte spiritus (a different
setting) and Libera me Domine in Leipzig 49/50. A Matthias Eckel was
employed as a Rentschreiber at the Dresden court of Duke Georg der
Bartige (ruled 1500-1539) in 1516 and received some money from the
Leipzig Town Council for a motet on the thirty-ninth chapter of Ecclesiastes.20 In addition, the conservative, Latin-texted repertory of this
source accords well with the outline for the Lutheran service established
in 1539 in the Kirchenordnung zum A nfangfiir die Pfarrherrn in Hertzog
Heinrichs zu Sachsen v. g. h. Furstenthum. 21 However, a more detailed
examination of the correspondence between this liturgy and the Leipzig
49 /50 repertory must be saved for a later date.
"Orf, op. cit., p . 34.
" Ibid., p. 173.
"Rudolf Wagner, "Wilhelm Breitengnser und die Nurnberger Kirchen- und Schulmusik
seiner Zeit," Die Musikforschung, 2 (1949), p. 171.
'oYouens, op. cit., p. 270.
"Emil Sehling, Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen des 16. Johrlwnderts, 15 vols. (Leipzig: 0 . R. Reisland, 1902-1913, and TUbingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1955-1975), I: 264--291. The
additions of the 1540 and 1555 editions are printed in smaller type with the 1539 text.
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Fourteen scribes, most of whose hands are present in all five partbooks,
copied the 243 pieces of Leipzig 49 /50. These hands vary greatly in
appearance, ranging from copperplate neatness to hasty scrawl. Two of
the copyists, Andreas Richter and Johannes Wircker, also copied portions
of MS Thomaskirche 51 in which their names are signed.•• These two
scribes and their anonymous confreres may have worked from an index
which did not survive with the partbooks since the order of the compositions is roughly the same from one partbook to the next. A sporadic attempt to organize the repertory by genres can be deduced from the
presence of thirteen groups of textually or functionally similar works. One
finds two groups of Masses, one of introits, two of Magnificat settings (the
first consisting of eight works by Sixtus Dietrich), one of Alleluias and
sequences, two of German or macaronic pieces, one of compositions by
Thomas Steltzer which follows the church calendar, and one lengthy one
of fifty numbered motets. Such clear organization is, however, lacking in
many parts of the manuscript. The "Cum sancto spiritu" from Missa De
beata Virgine by Josquin des Prez is succeeded for example, by a fourvoice fragment to the words "Magnalia Dei," the alto voice of Ludwig
SenH's Psalm 129 De profundis, the five-voice Missa De profundis by .
Griintlerus Trojanus based upon the preceding psalm, the motets Apparuit benignitas by Johannes Galliculus and Super salutem et omnem
pulchritudinem by I. Janin, and an anonymous responsory Goude Maria
virgo. Besides the pairing of the Ordinary cycle with the alto voice of its
model, there is no discernible coherence to this set of works. It should be
emphasized here that Restock 49 is organized throughout according to
genre, without the organizational lapses evident in Leipzig 49/50. More
than a few sixteenth-centu.r y German musical sources are arranged by
genre and/or church year, such as manuscripts 31-33, 39, 40, and 42 of
the Landesbibliothek in Stuttgart and MS 1 /E/24 of the Slichsische Landesbibliothek in Dresden. Also, the liturgical disposition of the Rhaw prints,
known to have been utilized by Praetorius, is quite clear. Therefore, it is
not inconceivable that Praetorius drew upon sources other than Leipzig
49/50 for an organization by musical function that is much more consistent than that of the Leipzig partbooks.
However much one might argue about the relationship between the
two sources "in Format, in der Anlage nach liturgischen Gesichtspunkten," (Hoffmann-Erbrecht) one cannot ignore the fact that Restock 49 and
Leipzig 49/50 share twenty-one concordant compositions (see Table 1).
Allan Atlas, in his study of Rome, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, MSC. G.
XIII. 27, has pointed out that "while the recognition of a large number of
concordances between two sources may serve as an initial step toward the
conclusion that those sources are closely related, such evidence is by itself
not necessarily indicative of such a relationship." 23
"Orf, op. cit. , p. 32.
"Allan Atlas, The Cappello Giulia Chansonnler (Rome, Blblioteca Apostol/ca Valicat1a,
C G. XIII. 27) (Brooklyn, New York: Institute of Mediaeval Music, Ltd., 1975), p. 40.

co

CORDANT COMPOSITIO S OF LEIPZIG 49 / 50
AND ROSTOCK 49

Number lncipit

Habemus ad
Dominum

Function

Composer

Location in Leipzig
49 / 50 and Restock 49
a. 3•/ 3•/ fX / 3•
b. Section lll, Response 3

Mass
Preface anonymous

2

Missa Pange lingua

Ordinary
cycle

Josquin
des
Prez

a. 4-12/ 4-11'/4-I0•/ 4-10'
b. Section II, Mass 2

3

Resurrexi et adhuc
tecum sum

Introit for
Easter

a!liculus
6ohannes

a. 35'-36•/33-J3• /20-21 &
33"-34'/34-35
b. Section I, Introit I 0

4

Conscendit Jubilans
(Festurn nunc
celebre)

Hymn for anonymous
Ascension

a. 42-44 /44-44•/ 16-19/2930
b. Section IV, Hymns 22-24

5

(Puer natus est nobis)
Et filius datus est

Sixtus
Dietrich &
Heinrich
Isaac

a. 34'-35•/ 31'-33/ 32'-33 /
32'-33'
b. Section I, Introits 3a and b

6

Benedicite Domino
omnes AngeLi

Introit for anonymous
St. Michael

a. 40-40• & 133• I 38'-39•
131- 131 •J105•-106/ 40'-4 l V
& !31'-132'

7

Crates aunc omnes

Sequence
for
Christmas

8

Veni sancte spiritus

Sequence anonymous
for
Pentecost

9

Missa Veni sancte
spiritus

Ordinary
cycle

Josquin
des
Prez(?)

a. 61•-65·/61-65/56--58• I
65•-69· I 56•-6 I•
b. Section II, Mass 8

10

Non ex viri.li semine
(Veni redemptor
gentiurn)

Hymn for
Advent

Heinrich
Finck

a. 136'/132'/106' - 107/
133'-134
b. Section IV, Hymn 2

11

Cum sancto 'tiritu
from issa
De beata Virgine

Conclusion
of Gloria
from Mass

Josquin
P1ii

12

Missa Christ ist
erstanden•

Plenary
Mass
cycle

Johannes
Ga!liculus

Introit for
Christmas

a. 30' & 40•/ 39'-40/ 4040'/42-42·
b. Section m, o. 2

Adam
Rener

a.

32·-33/ 16'- 17142-42'/44'
-45'
b. Section Ill, o. 12

• . 14411~9'~JQ1P,-kt?

6

a. 24S-247· /266'-269 '/
226·-229/ 162'-164'
b. Section U, Mass 7

6ohannes
alliculus

a. 179-181 / 175•-178•/
156' -158 / 174·-176·
b. Series IV, Maga. 24

Magnificat (7.tonl)

Vespers anonymous
canticle

a. 253•- 254• /278--280•/
235-236' /260•...,263
b. Section IV, Maga. 18

15

Passio Domini nostri
Jesu Christi

Passion Antoine de
setting for Longueval/
Holy Week
Jakob
Obrecht

a. 261•-264' /291-293•/
344'-247 / 270·-272'
b. Section III, All. / Seq. 7

16

Aetemo gratias patri

17

13

Magnificat (5. toni}

14

Vespers
canticle

Hymn

1whann
alter

a. 266/ 294----294'/ 248--248'/
273-273'
b. Section IV, Hymn 33

(Stritus Oorni.nl}
eplevit orbem

Introit for anonymous
Pentecost

a. 276'-277 / :104----304•
258 /282'- 283
b. Section I, Introit 14

18

Te decet laus et
honor

Responsory anonymous
for St.
Michael

a. 134-134'/ 131'-132'/
106--106· / 132'-133'
b. Section I, Resp. 19

19

Herodes hostis impie

Hymn for anonymous
Epiphany

a. 138--138• / 134----134' /
108--108' 1135-136
b. Section IV, Hymn 9

20

Magnificat (6. toni}

Vespers
canticle

Adam
Rener

a. 154•-156/280'-&82•/
236'-238/ 263-264'/
101 & 103'
b. Section IV, Magn. 15

21

Magni6cat (I. tonl)

Vespers
canticle

Adam
Rener

a. 260-261/ 288'- 290'/
242'-244 / 268•-270/ 101 •
-102
b. Section IV, Magn. 3

Table 1. Concordant Compositions in Leipzig 49 /50 and Rostock 49.
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If Praetorius did indeed borrow the Leipzig partbooks and copy twentyone pieces from them, can his use of this manuscript be proven in the
absence of any corraborative evidence? In this case, the techniques of
stemmatic recension, available and standard in textual criticism for centuries, have been called into play with some special accommodations to
musical notation. Musicologists have been interested in the adaptation of
textual criticism to music only since the late 1950's, when Renaissance
scholars discovered that those techniques could shed some light on the
increasingly vexing problem of the interdependence of musical sources.
In 1958, Franz Krautwurst defined the premises of musical filiation and
encouraged its use in the study of Reformation-era manuscripts:
In the study of manuscripts, filiation denotes
both the derivation of whole or part of a manuscript from one or several others, and the work
of ascertaining and proving this derivation. To
afliliate a manuscript means to use the dependence thus discovered in order to consider the
manuscript's proper place in history.2 •
The basic premise of filiation is that manuscript scribes and printers, being
only human, would err in copying a work or setting it into type. Those
errors would then be perpetuated by later scribes and printers who used
the first source as a model. Those succeeding scribes and printers would
then inevitably superimpose their own new errors or variants onto those
copied from the model. When one traces the course of these errors and
variants, the result will be a stemma or a "family tree of the genetic
relationship of the sources. " 2 $ It has not been possible for musicologists to
rely upon the standard rules of textual recension as set forth by Paul
Maas•• and Reynolds and Wilson 27 without considerable alterations. Musical notation is very complex with its special symbols for pitch, duration,
rests, meter, and ligatures ("a notational symbol that combines within
itself two or more pitches and by its shape defines their rhythm"), 28 and
one is not infrequently confronted with several notational possibilities for
"Franz Krautwurst, "Grundslitzliches zu einer Filiation geistlicher Musikhandschriften der
Refonnationszeit," Bericht iiber den siebenten /nternationalen Musikwissenschaftlichen
Kongress Koln (Kassel: Blirenreiter Verlag, 1969), p. 167, as translated by Lothar HolfmannErbrecht in "Problems in the Interdependence of Josquin Sources;· fosquin des Prez: Proceedings of the International Josquin Festival-Conference, ed. Edward E. Lowinsky
(London: Oxford University Press, 1976), p. 286.
"Holfmann-Erbrecht, " Problems," ibid .
"Paul Maas, Text Criticism, trans. Barbara Flower (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1958).
"L D. Reynolds and . C. Wilson, Scribes and Scholars: A Guide to the Transmission of
Greek and Latin Literature (London: O,cford University Press, 1968).
""Ligature," The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 20 vols., ed. Stanley Sadie
(London: Macmillan Publishers Ltd., 1980), 10: 852.
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the same combination of pitch and duratian. For example, these notes
.li 9 ii o
can also be written 9 ti, 4?
or ~ 4 e II,
without altering the musical interpretation. When faced with several way
of writing the same passage, the Renaissance scribe tended to fall into
habitual copying patterns, and any variants which could reasonably be
attributed to such scribal habits must be labelled as insigni6cant. . ot all
of the musicologists who turn to stemmatic recension have agreed upon
the signi6cance or insigni6cance of various classes of variants. It is generally agreed that a significant variant must be one that two scribes could
not make independently of each other or that a musically-educated scribe
could not remove on the basis of logic. The following variants, with certain
exceptions, rank as insigni6cant: 29
1) Melodic cadences in Renaissance music are frequently standardized
patterns. A change from one commonly-employed cadential formula
to another can easily be assigned to cribal choice, i.e.

hJr JiJ }J

II

to

i

2) Accidentals were often left to the performer to supply, although a
scribe might choose to provide a sharp or Hat which was not indicated in his model. Accidentals applied according to the rules of
musica ficta were thus left to the scribe or printer to add to the
music or not.
3) Any two notes on the same pitch could be changed to a single note
of the same total duration of the repeated pitches, and, conversely,
any sustained pitch could be broken up into repeated notes. This
variant can, however, be a signi6cant one, especially if the change
was made to accommodate a text variant. For example, Leipzig
49 /50 contains an anonymous Kyrie eleison which is transmitted in
three other sources with the trope text Kyrie Jons bonitatis. 00 The
trope text is omitted in Leipzig 49 /50, and, consequently, many
repeated pitches from the other sources are combined into sustained
notes in the Leipzig version. Performance from Leipzig 49 /50 with
the trope text added proves to be impossible because there would
be too few notes in the discant voice for too many syllables of text:

@Hid ,II

~
"'
IHI@
,I 1°

Chri- ste, u- ni-ce De-i Pa- tris ge- ni-te
4) Scribes and printers frequently changed a ligature into individual
notes or individual notes into Ligatures. One of the principal rules of
text underlay, or text-music alignment, in the Renaissance states that
all of the notes of a ligature must be sung on the same syllable of text;
'"Atlas, op. cit. , pp. 46-47.

••w. H. Fre re, ed ., Croduale Sarisburien e (London: Plainsong and Medieval Music Society,
18!!4, rpt. 1966), pp. 2'-3' .
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however, scribes were frequently cavalier in their disregard of this
rule, and, here again, scribal notational habits were often a factor,
negating the possible significance of this variant in most instances.
5) As defined by Willi Apel, minor color consists of a blackened
semibrevis followed by a blackened minim. Usually, the blackening
of a note indicates that a third of its value is to be removed, and
minor color probably denoted triplet rhythm originally. By the late
fifteenth.century, however, minor color was changed into a dotted
rhythm equal to a dotted minim followed by a semiminim.31 Both
means of indicating that dotted rhythm are found interchangeably.
Significant variants would include changes in pitch other than those noted
above, optional si placet parts, confilcting attributions, breaks for the page
tum at precisely the same place in two or more sources, and, most obviously, substantial differences in one melodic line or an entire polyphonic
complex. Certain text changes, such as misspellings and additions or replacements of texts, also fall into the category of significant variants. Once
an error or variant is defined as significant and its course through a number
of sources traced, then that variant can be classed as separative or conjunctive. A conjunctive variant helps to show that two manuscripts are more
closely related to each other than to a third source (assuming more than
two copies of that work). Separative errors demonstrate that one source
is independent of another because one contains an error from which the
other is free.
Stemmatic recension is not without its problems, as Allan Atlas has also
pointed out. In order to establish that family tree of source relationships,
one must know the chronology of those sources, and many Reformation
manuscripts can be only very generally dated to half or quarter of a
century. Also, the techniques of sternmatic recension are based upon the
assumption that any copy is derived from one model, whereas "horizontal
transmission," or the simultaneous use by a scribe or printer of more than
one model, is often a factor. Certainly, horizontal transmission must be
considered in the case of Rostock 49 and Praetorius's reliance upon Georg
Rhaw's prints.
A promising beginning from which to posit a possible relationship between two sources is the presence of works that are extant today only in
those sources or in those two plus one or two others. A composition with
a large number of concordances was obviously a popular work, and the
Missa Pange lingua ( o. 2 from Table 1), Resurrexi et adhuc tecum sum
(No. 3), "Cum sancto spiritu" from Missa De beata Virgine (No. 11), Missa
Christ ist erstanden ( o. 12), Passio Domini nostri Jesu Christi ( o. 15),
and Aeterno gratias patri ( o. 16) survive today in eight or more sources
"Willi Apel, The Notation of Polyphonic Music 9()()-/6()(}, 4th ed. (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The Mediaeval Academy of America, 1953), p. 128.
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(there are thirty-five concordances for the Passio Domini and forty-seven
for the Missa De heata Virgi11e). The value of these compositions, therefore, as indicators of a connection between the Leipzig and Rostock
sources is diminished by their widespread dissemination. Four of those
twenty-one concordant works are found today only in Rostock 49 and
Leipzig 49 /50: Hahemus ad Dominum (1 o. 1), Conscenditjuhilans ( o.
4), Veni sancte spiritus ( o. 8), and Herodes hostis impie ( o. 19). Four
pieces are extant in one source other than these two: Missa Veni sa11cte
spiritus ( o. 9), also copied in Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Mus.
MS 6 (fols. 106"-122'); Magnificat 7. toni (No. 14), also in Budapest, National Szechenyi Library, MS Bartfa 22 (No. 62); (Spiritus Domini ) Replevit orhem o. 17), also in Dresden, Sachsische Landesbibliothek, MS
I / D /505 (154-155); and Te decet taus ( o. 18), also present in Greifswald,
Bibliothek der Ernst-Moritz-Arndt-Universitat, MS Lat. 4° 67. I have included two other compositions for consideration, even though both (Puer
natus est nobis) Et filius ( o. 5) and Benedicite Domino om11es Angeli
o. 6) are extant today in more than three sources; both works supply vital
information in answering the question of how Leipzig 49 / 50 and Bostock
49 are related.
The hymn Herodes hostis impie and the sequence Ve11i sancte spiritus
are given almost identical reading in Rostock 49 and Leipzig 49 /50, the
only variants falling into the insignificant classes of accidentals or ligatures.
The one melodic variant in the two copies of (Spiritus Domini) Replevit
orbem is a cadential one, which must also be classed as unimportant. Both
sources, however, carry the non-liturgical phrase "sancti spiritus adsit
nobis gratia" in the bass and tenor voices only, and both sources omit
measures 17, note 2 through measure 19 of the discant voice. An examination of (Spiritus Domini ) Replevit as transmitted in Dresden, Sachsische
Landesbibliothek, MS l / D /505 reveals that the missing passage is a repetition of measures 15 through 17, note 1. Conceivably, both Praetorius and
the Leipzig scribe could have omitted that passage independently upon
the assumption that the repetition was erroneous. But the simultaneous
omission of one pas age with the addition of new words in the tenor and
bass in both manuscripts constitutes a striking coincidence of variants.
An even more striking parallel wa uncovered when I compared the
extant copies of (Puer natus est nobis) Et jilius datus est, the introit for
Mass on Christmas Day by Sixtus Dietrich. This introit is the second in a
series which is headed "Sequuntur Introitus diversorum tempo.rum festorum et feriarum" in the alto and tenor partbooks of Leipzig 49 /50 and
is anonymous in both the Bostock and Leipzig sources. The attribution to
Sixtus Dietrich comes from Rhaw's Officiorum (ut vocant) de Nativitate
Circumcisione Epiphania Domini, & P11rificatio11e &c (RISM 15455). In all
four partbooks of Leipzig 49, one of the scribes (not the one who copied
the Dietrich introit) added an extra setting of the introit verse (Cantata
Domino canticum novum) Quia mirabilia fecit (Psalm 97: 1) across the
bottom of the open page (verso side of one folio to the recto side of the
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succeeding one). That additional verse was composed by Heinrich Isaac,
the great Franco-Flemish contemporary of Josquin des Prez, and belongs
with a Christmas antiphon from Officium I of his masterwork Choralis
Constantinus, Volume Il.33 Thus, th e Dietrich antiphon comes supplied
with two verses, one by Dietrich and one by Isaac. In contrast, Bostock 49
transmits onl y one verse with the Dietrich antiphon, but that ver e is the
one by Isaac and not the one properly belonging with that antiphon and
printed with it in RIS 15455. An examination of the other sources shows
that the combination of Dietrich antiphon and Isaac verse could have
come from no other surviving source but Leipzig 49 /50. It is necessary to
inject a note of caution: Bostock 49 does omit the Dietrich verse, and one
cannot rule out the possibility that both copies were deri ved from a parent
model rather than Bostock 49 from Leipzig 49 / 50. If so, that parent model
has been lost.
Any furthe r corroborating evidence of a direct link between Bostock
and Leipzig failed to turn up in the course of continuing comparison and
examination. In most instances, a comparison between a composition in
Rostock 49 and the same work in Leipzig 49 /50 disclosed the presence of
at least one separative error. For example, two such separative errors are
present in Benedicite Domino omnes Angeli for the Feast of St. Michael
the Archangel on September 29. The di cant, alto, and bass voices of this
introit were copied twice in Leipzig 49 /50; in measures 29 and 30 of the
bass voice in both copies, the Leipzig scribes erroneously added a dot to
a semibrevis e and subtracted half the value of a semibrevis g , producing
parallel octaves between the tenor and bass. Praetorius's copy is correct,
and it is not likely that he would have recognized the Leipzig copy as
incorrect without scoring the four voice parts. In another passage, however, Praetorius was at fault, and the Leipzig scribes were correct. At
measure 47 in the bass, Praetorius inserted an unnecessary semibrevis f
and omitted a semibrevis c in measure 52, note 2. Praetorius's version
results in a tenor-bass cadence on a major second. The third source of this
piece, Greifswald, Bibliothek der Ernst-Moritz-Amdt-Uni versitat, MS Lat.
4° 67, consists of a manuscript addition to a copy of Georg Rhaw's Sym phoniae jucu11dae (RISM 15388). Onl y the discant and bass partbooks
survive. Be11edicite Domino was not entered into the bass partbook, and,
unless the bass voice was copied in either the alto or tenor books, Praetorius could not have copied the complete piece from the Greifswald
partbooks.
Longer and more substantial variants are found in the Missa Veni
sa11cte spiritus for five voices. A conllicting attribution must also be added
to the total of separative errors found in all three extant copies of this Mass
Ordinary cycle. Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Mus. MS 6 is the
earliest source. This lavishly-decorated paper choirbook was copied by the
" Anton Webern, ed ., Hehirlch Isaac. Chora/is C,mstantinus 11, Denkmaler der Tonkunst in
Osterreich, vol. 32 (Vienna: Ar taria, 1909).
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famous Franco- etherlandish scribe and spy Pierre Alamire before his
retirement in 1534. Chronologically, then, Leipzig 49/50 falls into the
middle ground with Rostock 49 being the latest source. Only Bostock 49
carries an attribution for this work, and that attribution, astonishingly
enough, is to Josquin des Prez. This greate§t of the Franco-Flemish musicians died in 1521, and 1566 is an extremely late date for a unique attribution. Josquin authorities have queried this attribution, not only because of
the date of 1566 but also because Josquin left no complete five-voice
Masses among the nineteen that are accepted as genuine.34
Neither Praetorius nor the Leipzig scribe could have taken his copy of
the Missa Veni sancte spirtus from Alamire's manuscript. By way of illustration, measures 15 through 22 of Kyrie I in Munich 6 and Leipzig 49/50
can be seen to be dramatically different. Likewise, Praetorius could not
have obtained his version from Leipzig 49/50. Separative errors can be
identified in all 6ve movements, with the Sanctus and Agnus of Bostock
49 especially rich in readings which could not have been derived from the
Leipzig partbooks.
Separative errors and a confilcting attribution also distinguish the Magnificat 7. toni which is assigned to Josquin in both Leipzig 49 /50 and
Budapest, National Szechenyi Library, MS Bartfa 22. Praetorius was evidently unaware of these attributions and headed the work "Incerti authoris." Both the Leipzig and Rostock versions are riddled with mistakes
which make transcription difficult. Separative variants, not necessarily
errors, make it apparent that Praetorius did not copy this work from
Leipzig 49/50; the melodic line for the alto voice of the "Et exultavit" is
considerably more florid in Bostock 49 than in Leipzig 49 /50.
Of all the works examined for evidence of a relationship between Rostock 49 and Leipzig 49/50, only (Puer natus est nobis) Et filius, Herodes
hostis impie, Veni sancte spiritus, and (Spiritus Domini) Replevit orbem
would seem to support Hoffmann-Erbrecht's assumption of direct borrowing by Praetorius from the Leipzig partbooks. There are no indications
either that the Leipzig partbooks were ever sent to Hamburg or that
Praetorius travelled to Leipzig, and it is difficult to imagine Praetorius
borrowing only four compositions from the 243 in Leipzig 49 /50, especially in light of his copious copying from the Rhaw prints. One can further
question Praetorius's presumed reliance upon the Leipzig 49/50 repertory when one takes into account speculations concerning Praetorius's
musical training. Praetorius was born in Magdeburg where the eminent
German theorist and composer Martin Agricola (1486-1556) taught at the
town's Protestant Lateinschule, and Praetorius might have studied with
Agricola. 35 The lengthy series of fifty numbered motets in Leipzig 49/ 50
contains eight by Agricola, four of them unique, and the second series of
Magnificats includes a Magnificat 3. toni by him, also unique. Wolfgang
04
Ostholl', op. cit., 2: 288.
,.Hoffinann-Erbrecht, "Das 'Opus musicum,' " p. 96.
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Example 1. a. Missa Veni sancte spiritus, Kyrie I, mm. 15-22, according
to Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Mu . MS 6.
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Example 1. b. Missa Veni sancte spiritus, Kyrie I, mm. 15-22, according
to Leipzig 49 /50.
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Figulus (fopfer; c. 1525-probably 1589), who completed his education at
the University of Leipzig and who worked as Thomaskantor and university teacher from 1549 to 1551, knew Agricola, to whom he referred as
"mein giinstiger Herr und guter Freund," used his theoretical writings for
classes at the university, and possibly studied with Agricola before 1545
when he was hired as cantor at the city school in Lilbben.38 It is possible
that Figulus brought these compositions of his friend and presumed
teacher to Leipzig, but, if so, why would Praetorius, another presumed
pupil, not copy these works into his own manuscript? Of course, four of
the eight parts of the Opus musicum are lost, and the Agricola motets and
other works from Leipzig 49/50 might have been entered into those
missing four sections. However, the Magnijicat 3. toni is not part of the
Rostock 49 repertory which does comprise a collection of Magnificats in
its present state.
It cannot be denied that the repertories of both manuscripts are overwhelmingly Latin-texted and intended for a conservative Lutheran service. The large number of concordances and the similarity of liturgical
purpose played a large part in Hoffmann-Erbrecht's decision to link the
two sources. As mentioned earlier, Leipzig 49/50 was probably compiled
for use in Leipzig's Lutheran churches. Rostock 49 was not apparently
intended for use in Hamburg at Praetorius's church since it is dedicated
to Duke Johann Albrecht I (1525-1576) of Mecklenburg-Schwerin, who
had actively promoted the Reformation in his area despite the opposition
of his brother Duke Ulrich IIl.37 Only in 1540 was a Protestant Kirchenordnung published for Mecklenburg, and that order is a conservative, largely Latin one, related in many ways to the Saxon church order
observed in Leipzig. The title-page of Opus musicum makes it clear that
Praetorius chose his repertory "secundum Saxonicarum r:itum et ordinem." However, many Lutheran services of the mid-sixteenth century
were similarly conservative in their retention of Latin texts and a conservative cast to the repertories of Rostock 49 and Leipzig 49/50 does not
imply a certain relationship between them.
The large number of compositions shared between Rostock 49 and
Leipzig 49/50 is, to my mind, evidence only that both Praetorius and the
compiler of Leipzig 49/50 (Heger?) were interested in collecting Latintexted polyphony for use in a Protestant worship service. Stern.rnatic recension does not show a strong connection between these sources, and,
unless the missing second volume is found and proves definitively that
Praetorius borrowed from the Leipzig partbooks, one must reject the
assumption that Leipzig 49 / 50 served as one of several sources for the
Opus musicum of Jacob Praetorius.
,.Heinz Funck, Marlin Agricola: Eln friihprotestantischer Schulmusiker (WolfenbUttel:
Georg Kallmeyer Verlag, 1933), p. 62.
••Holfmann-Erbrecht, op. cit. , p. fT'/.

